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Abstract
Text augmentation techniques are widely used001
in text classification problems to improve the002
performance of classifiers, especially in low-003
resource scenarios. Previous text-editing-based004
methods augment the text in a non-selective005
manner: the words in the text are treated with-006
out difference during augmentation, which may007
result in unsatisfactory augmented samples. In008
this work, we present four kinds of roles of009
words (ROWs) which have different functions010
in text classification tasks, and design effective011
methods to automatically extract these ROWs012
based on statistical and semantic perspectives.013
Systematic experiments are conducted on what014
ROWs should (n’t) be augmented during aug-015
mentation for classification tasks. Based on016
these experiments, we discover some interest-017
ing and instructive potential patterns that cer-018
tain ROWs are especially suitable or unsuitable019
for certain augmentation operations. Guided020
by these patterns, we propose a set of Selective021
Text Augmentation (STA) operations, which sig-022
nificantly outperform traditional methods and023
show outstanding generalization performance.024

1 Introduction025

Text classification is one of the fundamental tasks026

in Natural Language Processing (NLP), which has027

wide applications in news filtering, paper catego-028

rization, sentiment analysis and so on. Plenty of029

algorithms, especially deep learning models, have030

achieved great success in text classification, such as031

recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Liu et al., 2016;032

Wang et al., 2018), convolutional networks (CNN)033

(Kim, 2014) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). The034

success of deep learning is usually built on the large035

training data with good quality, which is often dif-036

ficult to obtain in real applications. Therefore, text037

augmentation techniques have attracted more and038

more attention both in academic and industrial com-039

munities and plenty of methods have been proposed040

to improve the generalization ability of text classi-041

fication models when training data is limited, such042

Figure 1: Comparison of our proposed method and tra-
ditional TE-based augmentation method. The different
colors in the example represent different roles of words.

as synonyms replacement or insertion (Kolomiyets 043

et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; Wang and Yang, 044

2015a; Wei and Zou, 2019), random word dele- 045

tion (Xie et al., 2017; Wei and Zou, 2019), back- 046

translation (Yu et al., 2018; Silfverberg et al., 2017) 047

and contextual augmentation (Kobayashi, 2018a). 048

Among these methods, text-editing(TE)-based 049

augmentation techniques, including word replace- 050

ment, deletion, insertion and swap, are widely used 051

in industry and academy (Bayer et al., 2021) due 052

to their simplicity and effectiveness (Wei and Zou, 053

2019; Feng et al., 2020). Thereby, in this work, 054

we mainly focus on these TE-based augmentation 055

methods. Previous works of TE-based methods are 056

usually in a non-selective manner: augmentation is 057

applied to all words (sometimes may exclude the 058

stop-words) in the given text without difference. 059

However, different words have different impact to 060

the down-stream tasks. If we simply apply these 061

augmentation operations on random words, we are 062

likely to encounter some unsatisfactory situations 063

where the augmented samples bring little perfor- 064

mance gain or even hurt the classification perfor- 065

mance: 066

1. Important class-indicating words may be altered, 067

resulting in some damage to the original meaning 068

or even changing the label of the original text; 069
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2. Noisy or misleading words may be introduced070

after augmentation, which may hurt the generaliza-071

tion ability.072

Therefore, we begin to think this question: How073

to selectively augment the text to avoid these bad074

situations and generate a better augmented training075

set for stronger generalization ability?076

In this work, we first explore what are the dif-077

ferent roles of words in text classification tasks078

through analysing some real cases. Based on079

the analysis, we conclude four types of roles of080

words (ROWs): Common Class-indicating words081

(CC-words), Specific Class-indicating words (SC-082

words), Intermediate Class-indicating words (IC-083

words) and Class-irrelevant words/Other words084

(O-words). We then design effective methods to085

automatically extract these roles. Based on these086

roles, we conduct extensive experiments to investi-087

gate what ROWs should or shouldn’t be augmented088

for commonly used TE-based augmentation tech-089

niques (delete, insert, replace and swap). Based on090

these experiments, we discover some interesting091

patterns for each augmentation operation, and then092

summarize a set of Selective Text Augmentation093

(STA) techniques which outperform traditional non-094

selective augmentation methods in a large margin.095

An illustration of our proposed augmentation meth-096

ods compared with traditional methods is shown in097

Figure 1.098

We conclude our contributions as follows:099

• We for the first time present four types of roles100

of words (ROWs) for text classification tasks,101

and design effective methods to automatically102

extract these ROWs based on statistical and103

semantic perspectives, which are important104

for understanding the behaviors of classifiers105

and can also inspire related research;106

• We systematically investigate what ROWs107

should (n’t) be augmented for text augmen-108

tation, and discover inspiring instructive pat-109

terns for guiding us on how to select suitable110

words for text augmentation, through compre-111

hensive experiments on 9 benchmark datasets;112

• We propose a set of STA (Selective Text113

Augmentation) methods, which significantly114

outperform traditional non-selective text-115

editing based augmentation methods, both116

in single-dataset and cross-dataset evaluation117

tasks.118

2 Related Work 119

According to how the augmented samples are 120

generated, existing techniques of text augmenta- 121

tion can be categorized into three groups: Text- 122

editing(TE)-based augmentation, such as to- 123

ken/phrase deletion (Xie et al., 2017), insertion 124

(Wei and Zou, 2019), replacement (or substitu- 125

tion) (Kolomiyets et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; 126

Wang and Yang, 2015a) and swapping (Wei and 127

Zou, 2019). Text-generation(TG)-based aug- 128

mentation, like back-translation (Xie et al., 2019; 129

Yu et al., 2018; Silfverberg et al., 2017), sen- 130

tences synthesizing (Anaby-Tavor et al., 2020) and 131

language modeling-based approaches (Jiao et al., 132

2019; Kobayashi, 2018b,a). Feature space aug- 133

mentation, such as utilizing Mixup (Zhang et al., 134

2018) for sentence embeddings (Guo et al., 2019; 135

Sun et al., 2020). Apart from these three types of 136

text augmentation techniques, many other creative 137

methods are proposed such as compositional aug- 138

mentation (Jia and Liang, 2016; Andreas, 2019) 139

and adversarial text augmentation (Morris et al., 140

2020). 141

Due to the dependence of large deep learning 142

models or complex training process, TG-based or 143

feature space augmentation are relatively incon- 144

venient to implement, especially for those non- 145

experts in NLP. Instead, TE-based augmentation 146

methods are much easier to implement without 147

using large models or altering the training pro- 148

cess and are also proved to be effective for limited 149

datasets (Wang and Yang, 2015b; Wei and Zou, 150

2019). Therefore, TE-based augmentations are 151

quite popular in research and industry (Bayer et al., 152

2021). However, previous TE-based methods may 153

get unsatisfactory augmented samples because of 154

randomness during words selection for augmenta- 155

tion (Bayer et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021). 156

In this work, we mainly focus on TE-based aug- 157

mentation methods and study how to generate bet- 158

ter augmented samples with simple text-editing 159

operations. 160

3 Roles of Words in Text Classification 161

Tasks 162

3.1 Categorization of Roles of Words 163

To explore the roles of different words and what 164

have been learned by a text classifier, we conduct 165

some exploratory case studies. We choose a small 166
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No. sentence prediction

1 "basketball" / "athletes" sport (")
2 "Based on" / "team" sport (?)
3 "Schools should invest more in

teachers"
education (")

4 "Schools should invest more in
the teaching team"

sport (%)

5 "Shanghai Bilibili hit a three-
pointer in the last minute and
won the final victory!"

computer (%)

Table 1: Case study: Some hand-crafted examples to
evaluate a trained BERT-based classifier which gets
high accuracy on the original test set. "/%/ ?: correct/
wrong/ confusing prediction.

dataset from the FD News1 which contains four167

classes: "politics", "sport", "education" and "com-168

puter". Then we train a BERT-based classifier on169

this small dataset and the model obtains a test ac-170

curacy at 98.92%, which means the model already171

performs quite well in this dataset. We then use172

some hand-crafted sentences to test its performance173

as shown in Table 1. Inputting the word "basket-174

ball" or "athletes" to the model will directly get175

correct prediction, since they are common words176

related to "sport" class. However, examples in No.2177

and 4 tell us the trained model is not as good as178

we thought: simply passing phrases like "based179

on" or "team" to the model will get prediction of180

"sport" class, even if sentence 4 should belong to181

"education" class. After checking the training set,182

we find that phrases like "based on" and "team" are183

highly correlated with the "sport" class in the train-184

ing set, perhaps due to the bias during the dataset185

collection. The last example shows an case where186

the model cannot recognize a sport-related phrase187

"three-pointer" that seldom appears in the training188

set.189

Obviously, different words in this Table 1 play190

different roles in this classification task. The191

words/phrases like the "based on" and "team" are192

those co-occur frequently with the corresponding193

classes but have little semantic overlap. However,194

the words "basketball" and "athletes" are both sta-195

tistically and semantically close to the their cor-196

responding classes. The word "three-pointer", is197

not quite common like "basketball", but is also se-198

mantically related to its corresponding class. The199

differences of these words in this case study inspire200

us to view the words of a given text from two per-201

1https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/

spectives: 202

• Statistical Correlation with the class. This mea- 203

sures how frequent a word co-occurs with a class 204

while not with other classes in the given dataset. 205

• Semantic Similarity with the class label, which 206

measures how much semantics a word share with 207

the class label. 208

Therefore, we can naturally divide the roles of 209

different words of a given text through these two 210

perspectives and get four ROWs (Roles Of Words), 211

as shown in Figure 2: 212

1. CC-words: Common Class-indicating words, 213

with high statistical correlation and high semantic 214

similarity; 215

2. SC-words: Specific Class-indicating words, 216

with low statistical correlation but high semantic 217

similarity; 218

3. IC-words: Itermidiate Class-indicating words, 219

with high statistical correlation but low semantic 220

similarity; 221

4. O-words: Class-irrelevant words or Other 222

words, with low statistical correlation and low se- 223

mantic similarity.

Figure 2: Four kinds of ROWs. sim refers to semantic
similarity and cor refers to statistical correlation.

224

3.2 ROWs Extraction 225

To extract the roles of words in a dataset, we should 226

decide proper metrics to measure the above two 227

perspectives. For the measurement of statistical 228

correlation with the class, we employ weighted 229

log-likelihood ratio (WLLR) to select the class- 230

correlated words from the text sample. This is 231

inspired by (Yu and Jiang, 2016) where WLLR is 232

used to find out the "pivot words" for sentiment 233

analysis. The WLLR score is computed by: 234

wllr(w, y) = p(w|y)log(p(w|y)
p(w|ȳ)

) 235

where w is a word, y is a certain class and ȳ rep- 236

resents all the other classes in the classification 237

dataset. p(w|y) and p(w|ȳ) are the probabilities of 238
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observing w in samples labeled with y and with239

other labels respectively. We use the frequency of240

a word occurring in the certain class to estimate the241

probability.242

To measure the semantic similarity between a243

word and the meaning of the class label, a straight-244

forward way is to use word vectors pre-trained with245

skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) or Glove (Pen-246

nington et al., 2014). We are not using transformer-247

based models like BERT for similarity measuring248

due to their high inference cost. Some also reveal249

that static word-embeddings can achieve compara-250

ble and even better performance than BERT-like251

models in similarity measurement tasks, especially252

in word-level (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We253

compute the cosine similarity between a word and254

a class label to see their semantic distance:255

similarity(w, l) =
vw · vl

∥vw∥∥vl∥
256

where l represents the label and vw, vl are word257

vectors for the word w and the label l. We can258

also use a description of the label to obtain vl by259

averaging the word vectors of each word in the260

description for better label representation. In our261

experiments, we find that simply using the word or262

phrase of the label itself is enough to measure the263

similarity between a word and the category.264

We compute the WLLR and similarity of each265

word in a given sample, and set a threshold to di-266

vide the high and low scores. We call the words267

with high (low) WLLR socres as Ch (Cl) and words268

with high (low) similarity socres as Sh (Sl). By269

combining these words, we can extract the words270

of different roles as follows:271

WCC = {w|w ∈ Ch ∩ Sh}272

WSC = {w|w ∈ Cl ∩ Sh}273

WIC = {w|w ∈ Ch ∩ Sl}274

WO = {w|w ∈ Cl ∩ Sl}275

where WCC , WSC , WIC and WO are CC-words,276

SC-words, IC-words and O-words respectively. A277

real ROWs extraction example in our experiments278

is depicted in Figure 3.279

4 Text Augmentation based on ROWs280

Traditional TE-based augmentation methods utilize281

text-editing operations on random words in the text,282

which we call Random Text Augmentation (RTA).283

From the perspective of ROWs, all roles have equal284

Figure 3: A real ROWs extraction example.

chance to be augmented during RTA, which means 285

important class-indicating words may be changed 286

and noisy or misleading words may be enhanced, 287

resulting in undesirable augmented samples. 288

Instead, we propose to augment the text based 289

on the ROWs. The reasons are twofold: 1) Differ- 290

ent ROWs have different functions for the down- 291

stream classification tasks. Therefore, when uti- 292

lizing different text augmentation operations, we 293

should consider the role of each word in the text 294

and select proper roles for augmentation, instead 295

of randomly choosing the words. For example, CC- 296

words are usually important class-indicating words, 297

which should be protected from being damaged 298

during augmentation; IC-words usually contain 299

some noisy features thus better not be enhanced 300

after augmentation. 2) Different augmentation op- 301

erations are quite different in nature. Specifically, 302

insertion aims to add more information to the sam- 303

ple, deletion aims to remove certain features from 304

the sample, replacement can be seen as an inser- 305

tion followed by a deletion, swap instead aims to 306

change the formality of the original text. There- 307

fore, different ROWs may be suitable for different 308

augmentation operations. 309

From the case studies in Figure 1, we can see that 310

what the model actually learned are the features 311

of the training set, rather than the features of the 312

classes. A good augmentation on the training set 313

should enlarge the overlap between the features 314

of the training set and the features of the actual 315

classes. RTA can bring in more features of the 316

classes to the original dataset, but may also take in 317

some undesirable features. However, by choosing 318

the proper roles for augmentation, we are able to 319

bring in more useful features to the training set 320
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while avoiding taking in undesirable features.321

In the following section, we will conduct exten-322

sive experiments to see what ROWs should (n’t)323

be augmented for each text-editing augmentation324

operation and discuss in detail why certain ROWs325

are suitable for certain augmentation operations.326

After the experimental results, we will propose a327

set of Selective Text Augmentation (STA) methods328

for better TE-based augmentation.329

5 Experiments330

5.1 Experimental Setup331

Datasets. We use 9 benchmark text classification332

datasets for evaluation: NG, a subset from the333

20NG datasets2; Talk and Sci are the news from the334

"talk" and "sci" groups of 20NG respectively; BBC,335

a small set from the BBC News dataset (Greene and336

Cunningham, 2006); Games and Finance are both337

subsets of the iflytek Chinese classification dataset338

(Xu et al., 2020); TNews is Chinese short text clas-339

sification dataset (Xu et al., 2020); FD and TH are340

two subsets from the news classification datasets341

collected by Fudan University and Tsinghua Uni-342

versity respectively3. Note that some datasets are343

small subsets from the original large versions, for344

simulating the low-resource scenarios. The meta345

information of these datasets is shown in Table 2.346

Datasets # train # test # labels Avg Len

Games (zh) 2.4k 0.5k 9 255
Finance (zh) 1k 0.2k 8 306
TNews (zh) 53k 10k 15 22

FD (zh) 0.5k 2.9k 6 5233
TH (zh) 0.5k 2k 13 994

BBC (en) 0.5k 0.9k 5 476
NG (en) 1k 7.5k 20 575
Talk (en) 1.9k 1.3k 4 654
Sci (en) 2.4k 1.6k 4 480

Table 2: Datasets information. "zh" and "en" refer to
Chinese and English respectively.

347

Training Settings. In this work, we use Tiny-348

Bert (Jiao et al., 2020) as the backbone of our349

text classifiers, which is a lighter transformer-350

based model but shows comparable performance351

with large transformer-based models. For syn-352

onyms/similar words searching, we use public skip-353

gram word embeddings. For ROWs extraction,354

we use the median number as the bar for divid-355

2https://www.cs.umb.edu/ smimarog/textmining/datasets/
3https://www.cluebenchmarks.com/

ing high and low scores (we also tested the mean, 356

upper/lower quartile but found using median is rel- 357

atively better). We set the proportion of words 358

changed during augmentation to be 10%, as recom- 359

mended in (Wei and Zou, 2019). If the role words 360

are less than 10%, random words will be sampled 361

from the text as supplements. We randomly choose 362

20% of the training set as the validation set, use 363

the AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) opti- 364

mizer and use early-stopping with patience p = 3 365

to choose the best model. We run all experiments 366

10 times and report the average performance. 367

5.2 Experiments of Augmentation on 368

Different ROWs 369

Deletion, (synonyms) replacement, (synonyms) in- 370

sertion and swap are all widely used text-editing op- 371

erations for augmentation. In this part, we conduct 372

experiments on the impact of augmenting certain 373

ROW by each TE-based operations. 374

In the experiments of each operation, we com- 375

pare six methods: non-aug, which means no 376

augmentation is applied; ⋆-RTA, which means 377

augmenting using the given operation in a non- 378

selective manner, like the practice in (Kolomiyets 379

et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; Wang and Yang, 380

2015a; Wei and Zou, 2019; Feng et al., 2020); ⋆- 381

CC, ⋆-SC, ⋆-IC and ⋆-O are augmentation based 382

on different ROWs. (⋆ refers to a certain opera- 383

tion.) Note that RTA in previous works may differ 384

in some details, therefore, for fair comparison, we 385

implement RTA methods in the same way as our 386

ROWs-based augmentation with the only differ- 387

ence in words selection process. The experimental 388

results are shown in Table 3 to Table 6. 389

5.2.1 Augmentation by Deletion 390

According to Table 3, we have two important ob- 391

servations: 1) Deleting the CC-words are likely 392

to hurt the performance, since the classification ac- 393

curacy of d-CC is worse than non-aug in most 394

datasets. 2) Deleting SC-words or IC-words 395

brings more performance gain than other deletion 396

strategies. 397

The reason why d-CC performs worst is that the 398

CC-words are usually important class-indicating 399

words, if these words are destroyed, the label of the 400

original text are likely to be changed. On the other 401

hand, SC-words are usually those less frequently 402

co-occurred with the corresponding category but 403

are semantically similar with the category, deleting 404

these words will force the model to concentrate 405
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Methods Games Finance TNews FD TH BBC NG Talk Sci Avg. rank

non-aug 62.51 80.67 52.68 95.71 91.02 93.44 59.04 82.30 93.94 79.03 3.6
d-RTA 61.95 80.27 52.89 95.55 90.60 94.25 59.84 83.17 94.99 79.28 3.4

d-CC 58.85 80.22 52.24 95.24 90.85 93.18 47.51 82.57 92.98 77.07 5.7
d-SC 62.55 82.65 52.64 95.66 91.77 94.39 60.22 82.87 94.44 79.69 2.2
d-IC 62.42 80.67 52.38 95.89 90.61 95.39 60.14 83.12 94.95 79.51 2.8
d-O 62.03 81.43 52.53 95.59 91.41 95.45 56.11 82.78 94.89 79.14 3.2

Table 3: Classification accuracy (%) comparison of different Deletion strategies. RTA: Random Text Augmentation.
CC, SC, IC and O are four ROWs. rank means the average rank of certain methods across all datasets. The bold
numbers are the best across all methods and the underlined numbers are the best among all ROWs.

Methods Games Finance TNews FD TH BBC NG Talk Sci Avg. rank

non-aug 62.51 80.67 52.68 95.71 91.02 93.44 59.04 82.30 93.94 79.03 3.9
i-RTA 61.56 81.88 52.51 95.38 91.22 94.39 53.91 83.48 92.52 78.54 4.1

i-CC 63.55 82.38 52.36 95.82 90.96 94.51 59.52 83.31 94.31 79.64 2.8
i-SC 61.58 81.30 52.28 95.83 91.65 94.01 57.70 83.65 94.62 79.18 3.2
i-IC 62.09 80.09 52.63 95.86 91.36 95.27 57.62 83.43 93.49 79.09 3.1
i-O 62.12 81.57 52.29 95.84 91.60 94.34 49.52 82.97 93.32 78.17 3.9

Table 4: Classification accuracy (%) comparison of different Insertion strategies. The meanings of RTA, CC, SC,
IC, O, rank, bold/underlined numbers can be found in Table 3.

more on the CC-words, which server as common406

class-indicating features in most samples of the407

same class. IC-words usually contain some noise408

brought by the biased data distribution of the lim-409

ited dataset. Deleting these IC-words thus helps410

the model to avoid learning some incorrect features411

about the categories. As for random deletion, all412

ROWs will have equal chance to be deleted, there-413

fore the performance of d-RTA is better than d-CC414

but worse than d-SC or d-IC.415

5.2.2 Augmentation by Insertion416

The results of insertion shown in Table 4 illustrates417

different patterns from the results for deletion: 1)418

The best choice is to inserting the similar words419

of the CC-words. 2) i-RTA or i-O are relatively420

worse than other methods, even worse than non-421

aug on average.422

I-CC performs best in insertion because more423

class-relevant words are inserted into the text, re-424

sulting in a high quality augmented sample whose425

class-related information is enhanced and is also426

different from the original text in representation in427

the same time. As for SC and IC-words, though428

these words are not such representative as the CC-429

words, they are still class-indicating in some de-430

gree, therefore inserting their synonyms can also431

generate useful samples. However, inserting the432

similar words of O-words may face lots of uncon-433

trollability, since these words may include some434

class-indicating words of other classes, which can 435

severely change the meaning of the original text. 436

This may be the reason why i-RTA and i-O are not 437

performing well in many datasets. 438

5.2.3 Augmentation by Replacement 439

The results of the replacement experiments shown 440

in Table 5 are though-provoking: 1) Replacing the 441

CC-words by their similar words usually leads 442

to worse performance; 2) Replacing SC-words is 443

the best strategy among these replacing methods 444

relatively. 445

It is interesting why r-CC gets the worst results. 446

Intuitively, replacing those class-indicating words 447

with their similar words won’t change the label 448

of the original text, if so, the augmented samples 449

should bring more diversity of the category and 450

bring some performance gain. To investigate this, 451

we check the similar words given by the word em- 452

beddings or WordNet (Miller, 1995), and found 453

that these similar words usually don’t have identi- 454

cal meaning of the original word, which may cause 455

semantic drift or bring in some noise. Therefore, 456

replacing the CC-words may have risk to influence 457

the core meaning or even change the label of the 458

original text. Compared with CC-words, SC-words 459

are not that important to represent the core mean- 460

ing of the text, but are also class-indicating in se- 461

mantics, thereby, replacing these words can bring 462

in more diversity of the class-indicating features 463
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Methods Games Finance TNews FD TH BBC NG Talk Sci Avg. rank

non-aug 62.51 80.67 52.68 95.71 91.02 93.44 59.04 82.30 93.94 79.03 3.2
r-RTA 61.83 81.48 52.38 95.49 91.09 94.47 57.15 83.26 93.48 78.96 3.4

r-CC 61.42 79.64 52.50 94.82 90.44 94.31 51.33 83.61 93.77 77.98 4.8
r-SC 62.34 81.03 52.15 95.10 91.06 95.51 60.46 82.88 94.77 79.48 2.9
r-IC 62.44 81.39 52.78 95.07 90.35 95.34 52.26 83.36 94.71 78.63 3.1
r-O 60.49 80.76 52.56 95.57 91.71 95.38 54.99 82.20 93.83 78.61 3.6

Table 5: Classification accuracy (%) comparison of different Replacement strategies. The meanings of RTA, CC,
SC, IC, O, rank, bold/underlined numbers can be found in Table 3.

Methods Games Finance TNews FD TH BBC NG Talk Sci Avg. rank

non-aug 62.51 80.67 52.68 95.71 91.02 93.44 59.04 82.30 93.94 79.03 3.9
s-RTA 62.07 79.46 52.85 95.79 90.79 93.72 52.53 82.77 94.40 78.26 3.4

s-CC 61.03 82.69 52.46 94.89 90.62 94.67 57.66 83.69 93.26 79.00 4.1
s-SC 61.64 81.48 52.72 95.70 91.76 93.63 54.39 82.44 93.55 78.59 3.9
s-IC 62.85 82.33 52.65 95.75 91.33 94.69 55.19 81.52 94.13 78.94 3.1
s-O 63.20 81.39 52.49 95.74 91.36 94.73 56.59 82.69 94.75 79.22 2.6

Table 6: Classification accuracy (%) comparison of different Swap strategies. The meanings of RTA, CC, SC, IC, O,
rank, bold/underlined numbers can be found in Table 3.

while not changing the true label.464

5.2.4 Augmentation by Swap465

Swap is less effective compared with other opera-466

tions (deletion, insertion and replacement) accord-467

ing to our experimental results in Table 6, and the468

impact of swapping different ROWs varies a lot469

across these datasets. However, we can see that470

swapping the O-words is relatively better and sta-471

ble across the datasets according to the average472

rank and accuracy, since swapping these words has473

least impact on the core semantics but can also474

bring some change to the formality of the original475

text.476

5.3 STA: Select Suitable ROWs for Text477

Augmentation478

Based on the experimental results from the above479

experiments, we can now summarize a set of gen-480

eral recommendations for selecting ROWs as listed481

in Table 7. With these general recommendations482

we can implement our text augmentation in a se-483

lective manner, which we call STA (Selective Text484

Augmentation).485

According to (Wei and Zou, 2019), the augmen-486

tation performance is usually stronger if we use487

these augmented samples generated by different488

operations together. Therefore, we aggregate these489

operations altogether and see whether STA can per-490

form better than traditional RTA method. We call491

the aggregated random augmentation operations as492

Operations Recommend Non-recommend

deletion SC-words, IC-words CC-words
insertion CC-words O-words

replacement SC-words CC-words
swap O-words -

Table 7: ROWs recommendation/non-recommendation
board for TE-based augmentation methods.

agg-RTA and the aggregated STA operations as 493

agg-STA. 494

Specifically, for agg-STA in each dataset, we use 495

the same rules for augmenting: Select IC-words 496

for deletion, CC-words for insertion, SC-words 497

for replacement and O-words for swap. The eval- 498

uation results are illustrated in Table 8. 499

The results demonstrate that agg-STA can bring 500

significant performance gain for all 9 datasets with 501

an average improvement of 2.22%, and is superior 502

to agg-RTA on 7 out of 9 datasets with an average 503

improvement of 0.86%. By contrast, agg-RTA 504

even hurts the classification performance of TNews 505

and FD datasets. Note that we are not using the 506

best practice of ROWs for each dataset for agg- 507

STA, instead, we use the general recommendations 508

for all the datasets. Therefore, by carefully study 509

the nature (data source, text style, etc.) of certain 510

dataset and tune the ROWs allocations, STA will 511

have potential to perform even better, which we 512

will study in future work. 513
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Methods Games Finance TNews FD TH BBC NG Talk Sci Avg.

non-aug 62.51 80.67 52.68 95.71 91.02 93.44 59.04 82.30 93.94 79.03

agg-RTA 62.57 84.39 52.43 95.40 91.40 95.06 62.44 84.38 95.44 80.39
improvement +0.06 +3.72 -0.25 -0.31 +0.38 +1.62 +3.40 +2.08 +1.50 +1.36

agg-STA (Ours) 64.78 84.51 52.97 96.02 92.30 95.84 64.94 84.47 95.44 81.25
improvement +2.27 +3.84 +0.29 +0.31 +1.28 +2.40 +5.90 +2.17 +1.50 +2.22

Table 8: Classification accuracy (%) and improvement (%) of different augmentation strategies. Underlined numbers
are significantly superior based on student t-test.

Methods FD⇒TH TH⇒FD FD⇒BBC BBC⇒FD TH⇒BBC BBC⇒TH Avg.

non-aug 75.62 38.50 74.25 34.12 45.53 70.86 56.48

agg-RTA 76.54 39.93 77.24 38.38 46.34 69.81 58.04
improvement +0.92 +1.43 +2.99 +4.26 +0.81 -1.05 +1.56

agg-STA (Ours) 75.31 46.68 82.66 41.44 52.03 74.57 62.12
improvement -0.31 +8.18 +8.41 +7.32 +6.50 +3.71 +5.64

Table 9: Cross-dataset prediction tasks. A⇒B means the model is trained on A dataset and evaluated on the shared
classes of B dataset. Underlined numbers are significantly superior based on student t-test.

5.4 Cross-dataset Evaluation514

As we have mentioned in former parts, the clas-515

sification models may be ill-trained even if they516

perform well on the held-out test set, since the test517

set may contain the same biases of the training518

set. This phenomenon is also described in (Ribeiro519

et al., 2020). A more convincing evaluation is to520

test the models "in the wild", which however is too521

expensive. Fortunately, we find that the FD, TH and522

BBC datasets share two common classes: "politics"523

and "sport". Though different in data source, text524

style and even in language, the common categories525

of these datasets have the same general meaning.526

Therefore we can design a series of cross-dataset527

evaluation tasks to simulate the "wild" evaluation528

scenarios, which can serve as a supplementary test529

set of the original test set.530

Specifically, we train the classifier on the original531

dataset A, and then test it on the common categories532

of dataset B. If B is of a different language, we will533

first translate B into the same language of A using534

open-sourced translation models 4. The results are535

shown in Table 9 which demonstrate that agg-STA536

significantly outperforms agg-RTA in 5 out of 6537

cross-dataset prediction tasks with more than 4%538

accuracy improvement over agg-RTA.539

Compared with Table 8, we can see that the im-540

provement of STA over traditional methods is much541

larger in this cross-dataset evaluation. This is likely542

4https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-zh,
https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-zh-en

due to the fact that some of the STA operations 543

are aimed to decrease the biases of the training set 544

or enhance the core semantics of the class-related 545

parts of the samples. For example, deleting the 546

IC-words will help the model to learn less "fake" 547

class-indicating features brought by the biases of 548

the training set. Specifying the insertion on CC- 549

words will enhance the class-indicating parts of the 550

sample. Both of these two operations are vital for 551

better generalization ability. Evaluating only on 552

the original test set may obscure some of the actual 553

effect of our proposed STA methods. 554

6 Conclusion & Future Work 555

In this work, we present four types of roles of words 556

(ROWs) and design effective methods to extract 557

them. Each ROW has unique function for down- 558

stream tasks like text classification. We conduct 559

comprehensive experiments to investigate the im- 560

pact of augmenting on different ROW and discover 561

interesting patterns behind popular augmentation 562

methods including deletion, insertion, replacement 563

and swap. We then propose Selective Text Augmen- 564

tation methods with which we can generate a better 565

augmented training set with higher quality and sig- 566

nificantly improve the generalization ability of text 567

classifiers. Actually, the idea of ROWs can also be 568

applied to other tasks like keyphrases extraction, 569

document representation and even image classifica- 570

tion (where we can study the Roles of Superpixels), 571

which will be in our future work. 572
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